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The retail apparel industry has always experienced churn, with an ever-changing
environment that some might say borders on chaos. Styles change regularly, buyer
choices fluctuate and margins tend to be slim. This is compounded by fierce competition
among retail chains, from both online e-tailers as well as brick and mortar stores. While
the retail industry is poised to hit $28.3 trillion by 2018, there are simply too many players
in the market for anyone to take things easy.
It’s no surprise, therefore, that executives managing retail chains need a third eye to keep
close and continuous watch on their business. Can technology provide that capability?
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I

nventory Transparency is Key

All data-driven managers understand intuitively that clear visibility into inventory
will help them make better decisions. With traditional methods of taking inventory
counts, accuracy was desired but seldom achieved. Given the size of large stores and
warehouses, the best managed retail operations were able to take a complete inventory
perhaps once or twice a year. Even that was a monumental exercise without guaranteed
accuracy, because inventory continues to change even as it’s being counted. As often
happens with manual stock-taking, some items may be counted twice while others are
missed entirely.
While there are numerous benefits that can be derived from greater visibility into
inventory, the single largest impact can be seen in terms of increased sales and revenue.
In fact, some major retailers have seen revenue increase by 10 to 20 percent with
improved inventory accuracy and visibility, as outlined in Table 1. For those retailers
carrying inventory with a high degree of SKU complexity (e.g., multiple colors, sizes, etc.),
up-to-the-minute inventory accuracy is particularly critical to reducing sales lost to outof-stocks and increasing profitability
Improvement in Revenue
Better
visibility

Optimal
segmentation

Improved
forecasting

Optimal
replenishment

Better management of
inventory risks

4.0%

2.0%

7.0%

3.0%

4.0%

Revenue improves by as much as 20%
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Omni-Channel Marketing
Many brick and mortar stores are under pressure — online retailers are steadily
taking over more of their business, and sales have been lost as more users opt for the
convenience of online shopping. This is true for retailers across the board, including
apparel. Online stores are seeing revenues rise by an average of 15 percent annually, while
brick and mortar stores in aggregate are seeing an average decline of 2 percent annually.
In response to these market forces, many brick and mortar retailers have opted to create
an online presence as well, executing an omni-channel fulfillment strategy that presents a
seamless customer experience across all touch points. By leveraging their physical store
assets, these savvy retailers can delight shoppers with a range of personalized options,
from the opportunity to see and touch items in-store before buying online, to a ‘click and
1
collect’ option that allows the customer
to pick up their online purchase at a nearby store
at their convenience.
However, in order to successfully execute omni-channel fulfillment, the retailer needs an
accurate real-time accounting of their inventory. A retailer cannot commit to a sale online
only to learn the last item was sold that morning, or have the customer arrive at the store
for pick-up to find the item is at a different store.
Moreover, not only is real-time inventory management critical to a competitive omnichannel strategy, it’s also key to the ability to sell to the last item. This allows a retailer
to avoid the costly scenario of losing a customer because the item they are looking for is
out of stock on the sales floor, while several pieces of the same SKU item remain in stock,
overlooked in the back room.
Fortunately, real-time inventory is not only possible, but also affordable with an efficient
radio frequency identification (RFID) hardware and software system that delivers real
return on investment. Choosing the best RFID solution to suit their business needs
enables retailers and brand owners to improve operational efficiency and sales, resulting
in better margins, while delivering a great customer experience.

Avoid End of Season Markdowns
As any retailer can attest, the end of each season often necessitates large sales to move
inventory that is no longer relevant. This is largely due to the inability to accurately
forecast inventory requirements, often coupled with errors in shipping and inventory
tracking.
Sales at markdown prices exact a heavy toll on gross margins. This can be avoided
with improved inventory accuracy and visibility, as well as a deeper understanding of
customer behavior, enabling better forecasting. Stores that can minimize markdown sales
can see margin increases of 50 to 200 basis points annually, thereby increasing revenue.
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Reduce Retail Shrink
Shrinkage is an unfortunate fact of life in retail. One study estimated that U.S. retail stores
lost $42 billion to shrinkage in just one year alone, due to employee theft, shoplifting,
supplier deceit and accounting / administrative errors. This amounts to as much as 2
percent of retail sales on average. If individual items are tracked in real-time, it becomes
easier to determine the exact moment when something was removed from the store,
allowing rapid replenishment of that item. In addition, if this information is used in
conjunction with surveillance camera videos, it becomes possible to identify the person
responsible.
Wherever stores have implemented such electronic article surveillance (EAS) measures, at
least 25 percent of shrinkage has been eliminated. This can easily amount to as much as
0.5 percent of revenues or more.

Curb Capital Costs
Of course, the ability to reduce excess inventory not only eliminates the need for end-ofseason markdown sales, it also reduces the costs associated with carrying that inventory.
Retail stores that improve forecasting and reduce shrinkage typically see a reduction in
the amount of working capital needed.
Studies show that an average reduction of 10 percent in working capital is easily
achievable. Whether this is used to reduce borrowing, or to fund further expansion of the
chain, either way there is a positive impact on the health of the store.

Beat Market Volatility
As many of today’s businesses are going through turbulent times, this has an impact on
inventories and profitability. Market volatility has a direct influence on inventory by its
impact on the value and cost of storage, resulting in bloated inventory and shrinking
margins. Many retail chains attempt to beat volatility by buying larger quantities of
merchandise, yet this can lead to large quantities of outdated stock that has to be sold at
deeply discounted prices, particularly in fashion apparel.
Businesses that are able to achieve visibility into their inventories can beat volatility
by using analytics to optimize quantities, as well as improve planning and long-range
forecasting. However, all of this is possible only if inventory is up-to-the-minute accurate.
Previously, retailers tried to manage inventory using barcodes. This method was satisfactory
where point of sale (POS) terminals were concerned, but was not sufficient as a means of
taking inventory and locating where things were stored. Taking a complete inventory with a
handheld barcode reader is so cumbersome that most stores attempt it only once or twice
a year. Even then, the accuracy may be less than 100 percent, and it begins to decline rapidly
soon after the manual count. Within six months, inventory accuracy typically drops to 65
percent or less due to shipping and receiving mistakes, undetected shrink and replenishment
errors. As a result, stores that rely on barcodes for their inventory management work with an
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average error margin up to 35 percent, leading to:
•

Sales lost to out-of-stocks

•

Excess inventory and reduced margins

•

Inability to implement an omni-channel strategy

•

Poor customer service that impacts reputation.

Work Smarter
The solution to reducing costs and improving efficiency in retail lies in deployment of
item-level RFID for comprehensive inventory management and analysis throughout the
retail chain. Implementing RFID to keep track of inventory location, whether on the sales
floor or in the back room, delivers significant benefits in efficiency and profitability.
However, not all RFID technologies are created equal. While replacing handheld barcode
readers with handheld RFID readers does provide some improvement in terms of speed
and frequency of stock-taking, this doesn’t enable the type of real-time, comprehensive
inventory analysis made possible with fixed readers mounted in-store. Handheld RFID
readers can help sales associates find an item on the rack or do a price check, but they
don’t deliver the full value of RFID technology.
•

Tracking with a handheld reader doesn’t provide real-time data

•

Location information is not available with handheld readers

•

Manual readings can be unreliable, and duplicates may occur

•

Handheld stock-taking on the sales floor is labor-intensive, intrusive and distracts
from the customer experience.
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With fixed RFID readers deployed in strategic locations throughout a retail store, accurate,
real-time, inventory tracking becomes a reality. Fixed RFID readers can identify and read
tags throughout the store, automatically locating each tagged item in real-time, yet it’s
important to select wide-area reader technology designed for indoor environments. The
resulting benefits of real-time, item-level inventory location are significant:
•

Reliable omni-channel order fulfillment

•

Reduced shrink

•

Accurate inventory visibility

•

Better margins leading to increased revenue

•

Greater efficiency due to operational insights

•

Improved customer loyalty with fewer out-of-stocks.

Those retail chains that have implemented an effective inventory management system
have won only half the battle. When inventory is tracked in real-time, a retailer can sell to
the last item, meet customer expectations and successfully implement omni-channel.
And when inventory tracking is combined with smart software solutions, the result is
better forecasting, faster replenishment, reduced inventory risk and increased revenue.

Better Management with Data
A robust RFID inventory analytics system, such as the OmniSenseRF solution from Mojix,
not only delivers accurate, real-time inventory visibility, but a rich data stream also
becomes available for considerable competitive advantage.
As retail chain management has become more complex, skilled planogrammers
analyze sales patterns and create store layout diagrams to get the best sales, pursuing
a continuous process of store optimization. The planogram will lay-out exact rack or
shelf placement, and which products should be grouped together. The planogram is
dispatched to stores and re-stockers are expected to follow it to stock the store. More
sophisticated planogram software also looks at the inventory left in the store before
creating the diagram, which means the planogram is inaccurate without real-time
inventory data.
The ability to compare sales against the planogram helps management refine and
improve product placement. Before they can do this, however, they need an automated
method to assure themselves that the planogram has actually been followed. With
large chains, it’s simply not possible to visit each store to check that the plan is being
implemented.
Implementing a sophisticated, real-time RFID system provides a solution, using software
to read the existing layout in the store and compare it with the company planogram
to highlight any variations. If a store manager has made an innovative change that is
delivering results, management can learn from it and share the best practice. Retailers
who have records of how they had displayed goods in stores are able to derive insights
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into what did, or did not, drive sales. This rich, real-time inventory data even allows a
retailer to know when a customer tries on several garments and selects just one, allowing
analysis of customer behavior patterns to improve SKU assortment.
Like online retailers that experiment with different website layouts to see if there is any
impact on sales, brick and mortar chains can use two or three different planograms
in stores to look for an uplift in sales. Real-time visibility into inventory and customer
behavior enabled by RFID makes this feasible.

Real Value with Retail Analytics
In-store RFID deployment is creating a transformational shift in how the retail industry
operates. With detailed, real-time inventory data, intelligent enterprise software and
in-store analytics, smart retailers can see more and look deeper into their business,
generating better business insights and optimizing the customer experience. Real-time
visibility with RFID also opens the door to exciting new capabilities in the future.
However, despite the overwhelming benefits, some retailers still might be hesitant
to deploy RFID because the technology appears daunting. For this reason, the RFID
experts at Mojix offer the OmniSenseRF Advanced Retail Inventory Tracking System as a
unified service offering, combining hardware and software in a pay-as-you-go solution
that delivers 24x7 visibility and data analysis. Relieved of handling the technology and
backend work, retailers can quickly deploy RFID at a low entry cost for rapid return on
their investment, with increased sales covering deployment costs.
Deployment begins with the installation of RFID infrastructure to locate individual items
throughout the building. As soon as this is done, tagged items in the retailer’s inventory
begin to ‘speak’ to store computers. Once the store and warehouse are mapped and
inventoried in real-time, backend software takes over and supplies valuable data for
better buying decisions and dramatic improvements in operational efficiency.
As innovators in fixed RFID infrastructure technology, Mojix has the expertise to build
high-performance, wide-area networks designed to deliver more precise location
information in indoor environments. With this capability to collect, store and interconnect
inventory and customer data in real-time, blended with advanced predictive analytics,
today’s savvy retailer has the end-to-end business intelligence and visibility needed for
data-driven decisions and successful forecasting. The resulting improvements in revenue,
customer service and omni-channel execution deliver the advantages needed to not just
compete, but to thrive in the ever-changing world of retail.

About Mojix
Mojix is a pioneer in the RFID and sensor networks space. We provide wide-area RFID
systems, real-time IoT software platform solutions and cloud and mobile development
services for IoT applications. Our primary focus is solving the big data problems created
by collecting large-scale amounts of data from various wireless and wired sources. We
are innovators in fixed infrastructure sensor networks that collect, store, analyze and
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interconnect data from multiple sources including RFID, GPS and other sensor devices.
Mojix IoT solutions provide big data scalability and feature highly configurable application
frameworks and elegant user interfaces with advanced analytics, enabling end-to-end
business intelligence and data visibility across multiple industries.
STAR Wide-Area RFID Systems - collect accurate data
from the edge
Mojix STAR wide-area RFID systems provide the most
comprehensive and reliable collection of real-time
presence and location details of all your tagged assets
and inventory. Mojix system solutions take a sensor
agnostic approach optimized for unique use cases,
allowing you to collect item-level data from all your
connected assets.
ViZix IoT Software Solutions - convert data to insight
Collect, store, analyze, understand and act on data
streams, in real time, from any kind of sensor including
RFID, GPS, smart phones, Bluetooth, ZigBee and Wi-Fi
devices.
ViZix transforms sensor data into rich interactive maps
and reports, unleashing business insight. ViZix delivers
real-time actionable events at the edge, changing how
the world does business.

To speak with a Mojix representative, call 1-877-886-6549 or send an email
to info@mojix.com. Working with experts like Mojix will help you select and implement
a solution efficiently and get your organization the fastest possible return
on the investment you make.
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!

“Real value with retail analytics - In-store RFID
deployment is creating a transformational shift in how
the retail industry operates”

!
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